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BUSINESS SUCCESSION

PREPARING

FOR THE

FUTURE

Although a bit complicated, there is a way to take advantage of the
pandemic to pass along your center and save significantly in taxes.
By Ken Paton

I

f you are like many small-business
owners, you have worked hard
most of your adult life to make your
bowling center a success, but now
face questions involving what to do
with it as you reach retirement age
or are facing health problems. Do
you give it to one or more of your
family members or sell it to them?
Perhaps there are no family members qualified or interested. Should
you sell it to an employee or an outsider? Maybe the real estate is worth
more than the business, and the best
choice is to close the center and sell
the assets. Or should you sell the
business and retain the real estate?
How can you minimize the income
tax associated with a sale and the
estate taxes that may come due after
a lifetime of hard work? If you must
carry back some of the purchase
price in a note, how can you be
confident that the buyer will be able
to make all of the payments? If your
preference is to have one or more of
your family members take over, how
can you prepare them to take on full
management responsibilities? If selling to an outsider is the best choice,
how do you find them and how do
you confirm their ability to raise the
cash?
As you can see, there are lots
of questions. Unfortunately, there
are no easy answers. But a detailed
analysis of your situation can help
you make good decisions. The key,
according to financial advisors, is
to identify your financial and nonfinancial goals, develop a plan to
meet them, and then execute the
plan while re-evaluating it as circumstances change over time.

Tyler Morgan, an insurance broker
with Tilton, Thomas, & Morgan in St.
Joseph, Mo., points out that, “Probably the biggest mistake that we see
in business perpetuation is the failure
to plan far ahead. The smoothest
ownership transitions we see are
those that have planned carefully in
advance.”
Business publications, including
the Harvard Business Review, have
several recommendations for developing a plan for succession planning
in a family business.
n Recognize that families are
a changing dynamic. The eldest
child may not be the best manager
for the business, and sons do not
automatically make better managers
than daughters. A survey conducted
by PwC, a national accounting firm,
found that roughly only half of the
family firms in the survey said that
successors to key roles would be
family members.
n Look outside of the business for advice. Talk to other
business owners (perhaps outside
of bowling) who have successfully
completed the process of transferring a family business, and see what
they did and what they would have
done differently based on what they
learned.
n Don’t be stuck in the past.
“That’s how we have always done it”
is often the wrong way to move forward in a modern, complex environment. The next generation may find
a better solution to old problems.
The bowling industry has seen major
shifts over the past few decades,
and is likely to continue to change.
A new generation may be better at
evolving with the industry than the
older one.
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n Don’t commit to a succession plan too early. Rich Sorenson
of the University of St. Thomas in
Minneapolis, Minn., says, “The rule
of thumb is that you need at least 10
years to plan for succession. There
are a lot of things to work through.”
The next generation of family members isn’t guaranteed to provide the
best manager. The third generation
may have someone who has a better
feel for the business and the industry,
but needs time to gain management
experience and the confidence of the
other family members.
Also, not everyone wants to take
over their parents’ business. There
may be a better role outside of the
bowling center that will give a son
or daughter greater satisfaction and a
better chance to grow into the adult
they want to be. Many successful
transitions come after each family
member is given several tasks to
complete as a test of their management skills and to confirm their interest in ownership and management of
the center.
n Discuss the plan with family
members and with the center’s
attorney and accountant. The
succession plan should not come as a
surprise to anyone in the family.
The first, and probably most important, question is: When do you make
a change? If you are in good health
and don’t have any hobbies that are
calling your name, there may be time
before you need to start the process.
However, very few business owners
adequately prepare a succession plan.
Sandy Hansell, the long-time bowling center broker, points out that,
“Many proprietors wait too long to
develop a succession plan — until
health problems have forced the
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issue. By then, there are fewer op$1 million. In addition, the federal
ment with a mentor, many successor
tions available and many will not
estate tax exemption falls to around
owner/managers will fail.
work in the seller’s favor.”
$6 million in 2025.
The structure of the deal also can
If a sale must close quickly, the
The Small Business Administraimpact its success or failure. For
selling price and terms will generally
tion currently will finance a business
example, a business divided 50/50
be much worse than they would
purchase with as little as 10% down.
between two siblings who do not
have been under normal, less-rushed
Therefore, by selecting a buyer with
get along, or who have different
circumstances. A rushed sale also can
an adequate amount of cash, a seller
values, probably will fail. Separating
work against the buyer since there is
may not need to defer any portion
the real estate from the business puts
less time to understand the business
of the purchase price. Or, if some
appreciating assets (real estate) into
and the seller’s insight into the busiamount of the purchase price needs
one person’s hands while placing
ness and its customers.
to be deferred in a note, the amount
depreciating assets (equipment) into
The next big decision is whether
will be much smaller than in previous
another’s. Also, most of the cash flow
there are family members who are
years.
generally flows from the strength of
the most logical buyers, or if it is betAlthough this makes it easier to
the center’s management team.
ter to target an employee or outsider.
confirm a buyer’s financial whereBuilding leases generally do not alIf family members are
low the building owner to
active in the business
influence decisions made
and interested in ownerthe business owner,
A seller is not impacted by the success by
ship — or are interested in
which could put the buildthe business but are not
ing owner at risk. Giving a
or failure of their center after it has
currently working with
family member a minority
you — there are estate tax been sold, but most proprietors are
interest in the business
freeze techniques that can emotionally invested in their business
can take a small sibling
be used to minimize estate
rivalry and blow it into full
and want to see it continue to succeed. litigation if the minority
taxes. But they effectively
sell the business to the
shareholder feels that the
family member now
majority shareholder is
rather than later.
withal, the higher leverage puts more
taking advantage of his or her control
An Intentional Defective Grantor
pressure on the buyer to ensure a
position.
Trust can effectively transfer ownersmooth transition with the seller’s
One client of mine owned a
ship to another party for estate taxes
management. A seller is not impactbowling center with a parent. When
while maintaining ownership for ined by the success or failure of their
the parent died, the proprietor’s
come tax and management purposes.
center after it has been sold, but most
siblings inherited the parent’s share
Although complicated, it can provide
proprietors are emotionally invested
of the real estate, but no share of the
significant estate tax savings.
in their business and want to see it
operating company. There still are
Since business values are probably
continue to be successful.
inter-family arguments more than a
lower now than in previous (and poThis concern is multiplied if the
decade after the parent’s death.
tentially future) periods, an estate tax
buyer is a family member, or if the
An effective plan often involves
freeze put in place now could lock in
seller maintains any financial intergiving or selling one family member
a much lower business valuation for
est in the business as either debt or
the real and personal property, while
estate taxes.
equity. Although it is often unintengiving or selling other family memKendel Schnoor, a CPA with
tional, it is common for a successful
bers other assets such as cash.
Geffen Messer CPAs in Portland,
business owner to find it tough to
We all will face age or health-reOre., points out that estates of up to
train a son or daughter to run the
lated issues as we grow older. Some
$11,580,000 for a single person and
business. After changing diapers
can be controlled, and some cannot.
$23,160,000 for married couples
and watching a child make mistakes
Transferring ownership of your bowlare exempt from federal estate taxes.
growing into adulthood, a father (or
ing center is one you can control.
Therefore, most bowling proprietors
mother) can find it difficult to trust
Other than buying or starting your
will not need to factor these taxes
the next generation with business
center, the next most important busiinto their calculations. But, even if
responsibilities. But without handsness decision you’ll have the opporthere are no federal estate taxes due,
on training and a chance to learn
tunity to make is how to ensure that
some states will tax estates as low as
the pressure of business manageit survives and prospers without you.
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